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Date:  August 17, 2016 

To:  PULSe Users 

From:  Business Development Division 

RE:  PULSe Trader Workstation Enhancement Release 4.1.0 

 
A new PULSe Trader Workstation release will commence roll out beginning the week of August 22, 2016.  
PULSe users will be notified in advance of the rollout to their specific terminals.  Further business 
functionality training will be provided before and throughout the rollout.  The enhancements in this PULSe 
release are described below.  
 
Order Tickets 
Quick Trade Ticket  

 The “Add Cross” feature has been expanded for use in the Quick Trade (QT) ticket. Users may set 
a preference to display the “Add Cross” feature by navigating to Settings, Order Defaults, Options 
Order Defaults, and Quick Trade then select “Show Add Cross” under Ticket Preferences. This 
preference is currently deselected by default.   

 A new preference labeled “Expiry Colors” has been added. The new preference will allow the 
background and foreground colors of each expiry to be customized. To set this preference, navigate 
to the “Gear” icon in the Quick Ticket and select “Expiry Colors”. 

 A “Queue” preference has been added to the Quick Trade ticket. When this feature has been 
enabled, the user will have a choice to either Send or Queue the order.  If queued, the order will 
be placed into the Order Log.  From there the user may opt to Send, Cancel, Replace or create a 
Contra from the order. To display the “Queue” button, navigate to Settings, Order Defaults, Options 
Order Defaults, Quick Trade and select “Display Queue button” under Ticket Preferences. Note 
that when this new button is applied to the ticket it will replace two of the configured routing 
destinations. The preference will be deselected by default.  

 The Frequent Trader ID field may now be added to a Contra Multi ticket for accounts that have 
been associated as such from within the Accounts/Manage Frequent Traders tab. Alternatively, 
when an Account is selected from the Contra Multi display on the order ticket, the user may choose 
from any of the Frequent Trader IDs that are populated in the list of IDs.   

 
Traditional Ticket 

 Users that are permissioned for Algorithms (Algo) may now derive from a Parent Order to an Algo.  
To derive, select a Parent Order from the Order Log and choose “Derive Order”; a traditional ticket 
will be displayed.  Select the Algo tab and fill in the appropriate Algo and other parameters as 
needed. 

 The default value for the position field (O/C) has been modified to allow a default value of “Opening”. 
Prior to this modification, the default values were limited to “Closing” and “No Value”. The value will 
be defaulted to “No Value” unless changed by the user.  

 
Manual Orders 

 A new list of actions will be available for selection on Manual orders in the Order Log.  The list, 
which includes Cancel, Bust, Duplicate and Contra, will be displayed when the right-click feature is 
applied to the Manual order. The Status column will reflect the cancel or bust, e.g., “Manual cxld”. 
 



 

 

 
Order Log and Historic Order Log 
The following new column choices have been added to the Order Log and the Historic Order Log.  To add 
these new columns, navigate to the Order Log/Historic Order Log “Gear”, select the new choices displayed 
in the Available Columns list and apply. 

 “Notes” column and field – When added, the column field will support free text entry by the user.  
Notes that have been entered will be viewable by any trader in a trading group who has likewise 
added the column to their Order Log and or Historic Order Log. Notes will be stored with the order 
record.  

 “Emails Flag” and “Emails” columns and fields - When added, the former column will display a flag 
to indicate if an order record has been emailed and the latter column will display the email 
address(s) to whom the email was sent.  
 

Other Enhancements  

 The account level Risk Audit Report has improved sorting capabilities as well as a new “Company” 
column. The new optional entry field labeled “Company” has been added to the account set up 
screen.   

 The Range field has been expanded in both the Traditional and Quick Trade ticket to display the 
associated FIX tag value. 

 Pop-up messages have been added to alert a trader if they are trading in an exchange restricted 
class. 

 Users within a trading group will have the ability to cancel replace a PULSe to PULSE (P2P) order 
that was accepted by another member of their trading group. 

 A correction has been made to include the description field on an AIM order when “Average Price 
Summary” is selected from the order log. 

 
Additional Information: 
Questions regarding the operational topics in this circular may be directed to the CBOE Help Desk at 
helpdesk@cboe.com or 866-728-2263. 
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